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SUMMARY
Normal-accelerationand airspeed data obtained for one type of
. twin-engine transport airplane in commercial operations over a northern
transcontinentalroute are analyzed to determine the gust and gust-
load experiences of the airplane. The acceleration increments experi-
enced equaled or exceeded the limit-gust-load factorj on the average,
twice (once positive and once negative) in abut 7.5 x 106 flight
miles, and an effective gust velocity of 30 feet per second was equaled
or exceeded twice in about 1 x 106 flight miles. The data indicate
that the maximum gusts snd gust loads experienced in the winter were
roughly 10 pe-rcenthigher than those e~erienced in the summer on this
route. .
INTRODUCTION
As part of a continuing study of the gusts and gust loads experi-
enced by transport airplanes in routine commercial operations, air-
speed and normal-accelerationdata have been obtained for one type of
twin-engine transport airplane in transcontinental operations over the
northern part of the United States. The data cover a period of about
& years and consist of 388 records for about 39,030 flight howrs.
2
TGese data are almost a complete history of this type of airplane for
the period covered inasmuch as the 24 airplanes indxumented constituted
nearly all.the airplanes of this type that were ever built.
—
The data have been analyzed to determine the”frequency of occur-
rence of given values of acceleration-increments,effective gust velo-
cities, and maximum airspeeds. The values of special interest in the
snalysis are assqmed to be the average flight miles required to equal
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or exceed the limit-load-factor.increment, the effective gust velocity
of 30 feet per second, and the placard never-exceed speed. The varia-
0 tion of these values with season and operating conditions is also indi-
cated and a comparison‘ismade with operations on other routes.
SYMEOLS
A
s
b
K
a
PO
Ue
v
vL
V.
Vp
‘w
An
I/a
u
a3
c1
s
P
aspect ratio, b2/S
*g area, sq ft
wing span, ft
gust alleviation factor
slope of Mf% curve per radian
air density at sea level under standard conditions, slugs/cu f%
effective gust velocity, fps
indicated.airspeed,mph
design maxinmm level-flight speed (indicated), mph
indicated airspeed at which maximum positive or negative
acceleration increment occurs on a V-G record, mph
probable airspeed at which the maxinmm acceleration can be
expected to occur, mph
gross weight, lb
normal-accelerationincrement measured at center of gravity,
g units
scale psrsmeter of distribution of extreme values (ref. 1)
location psmameter of distribution of extreme values (ref. 1)
coefficient of skewness of distribution (ref. 2)
standard deviation for distribution of a variable (ref. 2)
best small sample estimate of standard deviation (ref. 1)
computed protebility of occurrence of a given value of a variable
,
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Subscripts:
max
A
value for limit load factor
msximum value read or computed from V-G record
bar over a symbol denotes the mean value of the variable for a
given set of observations.
An asterisk indicates that the value has been corrected for dynamic
response.
fd?P~s ~ sco~ OF DATA .
The airplanes
NACA V-G recorder,
used to obtain the data, which were collected with
were twin-engine transports engaged in cmmercial
operations. This-type of airpfine had the following characteristics:
——
Maximumtake-offweight, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wingarea, sqft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wingspan, ft. . . . . . . .’. . . . . . . . . . . .
Mean aerodynamic chofi, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(
6A
Slope of lift curve per radian co~uted from—
A+2 )
Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iimit-gust-load-factorincrement (computed), g units
Desig maximum level-flight speed at sea level, mph .
Never-exceed speed,nrph. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
l . . . .
an
39,900
. . 864
. 93.3
. 10.1
. 5.00
. 10.1
. 1.70
. . 256
. . 292
These values were obtained from the manufacturer~s design’data and oper-
ating manual or were computed, as indicated in the table. The limit-load-
factor increment of 1.70g was computed according to the formula in refer-
ence 3 by using the computed slope of the lift curve.
The airplanes were operated at an average pressure altitude of
I
6,5oo feet although individual flights were made at pressure altitudes
of a few thousand to approximately 10,000 feet. The flights were made
from Seattle, Wash. to New York or Washington, D. C. Individual
flighlis,based on information obtain’edfrom the operator, averaged
approximately 200 miles, or 1 hour, in length.
During the period from December 1948 to April 1~0, 439 records
were collected from all (24) airplanes of this type in use on this
route. These records represent a total of approximately 42,000 flight
—.
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hours or 8.5 x 106 flight miles based on an estimated average airspeed
of approximately 204 miles per hour. Inasmuch as the method of analy-
sis used requires that the record time be reasonably constant, only
those records containing from 80 to 120 hours each were used in the
snalysis. On this basis, the nuder of usable records was reduced to
388 representing approximately 39,000 flight hours or 7.8x 106 flight
miles. This procedure of using a consistent record time resulted in a
loss of only 11 percent of the records and almut 7 percent of the
record ttie.
Shortly after the data collection was initiated, the airplanes of
this type were placed under special caution- restrictions in order to
reduce the gust loads. These regulations stated: “do not operate the
aircrati in excess of ninety percent of the placard Vne [never-exceed
speed] and Vno [normal operating speed] speeds . . . In the event
any turbulence is encountered in flight, ifiediately reduce the speed
‘ toamsximum of 170 MPH and further reduce the speed to a maximum of
150 MPH dependent upon the severity of the turbulence.” These restric.
tions, effective April 6, 1949, conttiued in force on individual air-
planes until May20, 1949 to October 13, 1949. The possible influence
of these regulations on the gusts and gust loads experienced is dis-
cussed subsequently.
The analytical
references 1 and 4.
ANALYSIS AND RESUIZS
procedures used in the analysis are described in
The values read from the V-G records for the analv-
sis were the maximum positive and negative acceleration increments &
occurring above 140 miles per hour, their corresponding indicated-airspeed
value Vo, and the maximum indicated airspeed Vm. The acceleration
increments at airspeeds below 140 miles per hour were not read in order to
avoid including the effects of maneuvers during take-off and approach and
impact shocks during landing. Reference 5 indicates that a very small
part of the flight time for this type of airplane was spent below an air-
speed of lb miles per hour. The maximum positive and negative effective
gust velocities for each record w~re computed from the acceleration incre-
ments and the corresponding airspeed which gave the maximum value in the
sharp-edge-gustfomnula
ZIAn#
Uk .
1.47poaKvo
—
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Inasmuch as the weight was not
average operating weight of 85
these calculations.
kno~ at the the of
percent gross weight
5
each acceleration, an
was assumed for
The total frequency distributions and the statistical parameters
of each distribution for Anw, Ueuj V. for Anm, and Vu
sre given in tables I, II, III, and IV, respectively. Probability
curves based on the theory of extreme values were used to describe the
frequency distributions of msximum acceleration increments and maximum
gust velocities in tables I and II. The mean, the small sample esti-
mate of standxurddeviation s, the scale parameter of the distribution of
extreme values l/a, and the location parsmeter of the distribution of
extreme values u are listed in these tables. Pearson t~e III curves
(ref. 4) were used to describe the frequency distributions of both V.
and V~. The mean, the standariideviation u, and the coefficient
of skewness a3 used in fitting the,Pearson type III curves are given
in tables III and IV.
In order to presene the integrity of the original data for the
purpose of statistical calculations, the measured center-of-gravity
acceleration increments,~= and the corresponding effective gust
velocities UeW, as wel.Jas the statisticalparameters for these dis-
tributions, are given in the tables. When the data were plotted, how-
ever, the dynamic effects of wing flexibilitywere removed from the
center-of-gravitymeasurements An by the relation
An*==-
1.2
where &a* is the airplane acceleration increment. This reduction was
based on the results of a flight investigation of the effect of tran-
sient wing response in rough air upon accelerationmeasurements at the
center of gravity for this type of airplane (ref. 6). me results
indicate that under dynsmic conditions the center-of-gravityaccelera-
tion measurements in rough air are about 20 percent higher, on the
average, than the wing nodal-point accelerationwhich is considered to
be the true translator acceleration of the airplane. The results in
reference 6 were applied in the present investigation,and the airplane
acceleration increments An* were obtained from the center-of-gravity
measurements An by the relation given.
The theoretical probability distribution and the data of V&,
h=, ad U@= were transformed to curves of average flight miles
re uired to equal or exceed given values of each variable V, An*, and
Ue
2 by multiplying l/P by an assumed cruising speed of 204 miles per
hour and the average flight hours per record. The distributions of ~
.
-. ——-- —.= .— -— ————— —
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F
and Ue were then corrected for dynamic response to give distributions
of m* and Ue*. The correction of Ue to Ue* was made in a
manner analogous to that used for the acceleration increments by using
the relation
Ue
Ue* = —
1.2
Inasmuch as the present analysis is concerned mainly with the,larger
values of &*, Ue*, and Vu, only those parts of the transformed
curves representing the larger values are shown in figures 1 to 7.
These curves indicate the average flight distance required to equal or
exceed a given value. The curves of &* and Ue* indicate the
fistance required to equal or exceed the value twice, once positive and
once negative, since two values were read from each record and combined
into one distribution. The Imitations of using these transformed
probability curves as curves of average flight miles required to equal
or exceed given values have been discussed in reference 7. This refer-
ence indicates that estimates of the flight miles required to exceed
the larger values, based on the distribution of the observed maximums,
are not seriously in error.
The present ssmple of 388 satisfactory records and about 39,000
flight hours is of sufficient size to permit the analysis of data by
seasons of the year snd periods during which operating practices may
have changed. The data were divided accordingly into two seasons,
March 21 to September 21 which was classed as the summer season and
September 22 to March 20 which was classed as the tinter season. These
groupings were made since analyses indicated little differences between
smaller groupings within the 6-month “seasons.” The data were also
divided into three groups which correspond to the period before the
sirspeed restriction was placed on the airplane operation in turbulent
sir (period I), the period of restricted airspeed (period 11~, and the
period after the restriction was removed (period III) in order to
detemine the effect of operating practices on the gust-load experience
of airplanes of this type. These distributions are given in tables I
to IV with their appropriate statistical parameters. Records were
no?mmlly put in a period or season in which most of the flight time
occurred. When it was difficult to determine this fact, the records
were omitted from the groupings.
Iu order to obtain a measure of the operating speeds in rough air,
the probable speed at which the maxinum acceleration increment can be
expected to occur
‘P (the airspeed at which the frequency distribu-
tion of V. has the maximum value) was calculated from the statistical
.
—
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parameters of
able speed is
meters.
the V. distributions in table III.
listed in the table together With the
This value of prob-
statistical para-
PRECISION AND STATISTICAL RELIABIIJTY
The precision of the NACA V-G recorder and the limitations of the
method of analysis are discussed in reference 8. ‘I’&instrument errors
sre assumed not to exceed *().2g for acceleration nor 3 percent of the
maximum airspeed range of %he instrument. These instrument errors are
not considered serious since they should be rahdom because of the large
number of instruments used (total of 41) and should average out in the ,
analysis.
Inasmuch as the values of An* and Ue* reach values corre-
sponding to the limit-gust-load-factorincrement of 1.70g and the
design effective gust velocity of 30 feet per second, respectively, and
the samples sre large, past experience and statistical tests indicate
that the estimates of the flight miles required to exceed these values
as given in figures 1 and 2 ere accurate to within *3O percent. When
the data are divided into groups, the estimates become less accurate,
or conversely, the reliability of the curves decreases. Statistical
tests indicate that for the results shown in figures 6 and 7, the least
reliable of the present results, the estimates of the flight miles are
accurate to within one-half and twice the values given.
For the distributions of msximum airspeed, no analytical methods
are readily available for determining the reliability of extrapolated
estimates. In figure 3, only one P&nt extended beyond the never-
exceed speed of 292 miles per hour. The frequency of exceedipg this
value, therefore, had to be estimated by extrapolation. On the basis
of past experience, this extrapolation is believed to be justified,
provided the estimates thus obtained are used only as an indication of
the order of magnitude.
DISCUSSION
Acceleration experience.-Examination of figure 1 indicates thati
a value of An* equal to the calculated limit-gust-loadincrement of
1.70g will be equaled or exceeded twice; once positive and once nega-
tive, in 7.5 x 106 f~ght miles. This value together with the results
for other trsnsport operations is, for comparison, presented in the
following table:
,
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Operation Period Flight miles to
exceed Anm twice
I
Northern United States . . . . 1948 to 1950 7.5x 106
Eastern United States
(ref. 7) . . . . . . . . . . 1947 to 1948 0.6 X 106
Caribbean-southAmerican
(ref. 9) . . . . . . . . . . 1947 to 1949 5.6 X 10~
Trans-Pacific (ref. 9) . . . . 1947 to 1949 2000 x 10
Three separate routes
(ref. lo) . . . . . . . . . 1941 to 1945 2.7x106 to 7.5x 106
The table tidicates that the gust-load experience on the transconti-
nental route in the northern United States was, with one exception,
less severe than the other operations covered. The one exception, the
trans-Pacific operations, as indicated in reference 9, had an unusually
mild load history as a result of the combination of low operating air-
speeds and the low turbulence levels.
Gust experience.- Figure 2 indicates that an effective gust velo-
city Ue* of 30 feet per second was exceeded twice in 1 x 106 flight
miles. This value of flight miles is not directly comparable to
results from other investigationsbecause previous work has, in some
instances, used a different value of gust velocity and obtained the
flight miles by a different technique. This technique consisted of
determining the flight miles required to exceed the acceleration incre-
ment due to an effective gust veloc}ty of 37.5 feet per second at the
most probable speed at which gusts will be encountered Vp. This
method of obtaining the gust experience gives a reasonable estimate of
the miles required to exceed a 37.5-foot-per-secondgust. For compari-
son, therefore, the results from other operations sre tabulated with
the present results of the flight miles required to exceed the lsrger
gust velocity:
Operation -1*Period Flight miles to exceeda gust of 37.5 fps twice
Northern United States . .
Eastern United States
(ref. 7) . . . . . . . .
Caribbean-SouthAmerican
(ref. 9) . . . . . . . .
Trans-Pacific (ref. 9) . .
Three separate routes
(ref. lo) . . . . . . .
1948 to 1950
1947 to 1948
1947 to 1949
1947 to 1949
1941 to 1945
9 x 106
7x 106
1 x 106
93 x 106
2 x 106 to 20 x 106
0
—
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From this table md reference 10 the gust experience on a route across
the northern Ufited States appears to be generally less severe than on
most other operations from 1941 to the present. Table III indicates
that the probable speed of encountering the maximum acceleration incre-
ment per 100 hours of flight (the approximate record time) was 193 miles
per hour. This speed is about 75 percent of the maximum speed in level
flight. Reference 11 indicates that the probable speed for present-day
aircraft averages approximately 0.8VL. The indications are, therefore,
that this type of airplane encountered the maximum gust velocities at a
lower airspeed than other aircraft. This reduction would tend to lower
the load experience for the present operations.
An extiination of figure 3 indicates that the never-exceed speed
of 292 miles per hour would be equaled or exceeded, on the average, once
in approximately 1 X 108 flight miles. Although this value shouldbe
taken only as an indication of the order of magnitude of the flight
miles because of the extrapolation required for the higher airspeeds
(table IV indicates that only five records contained maximum airspeeds
above 270 miles per hour), it is considerably greater than the corre-
sponding values obtained for other modern types of airplanes (refs. 7
and 9) and thus indicates less tendency toward excessive airspeeds for
the present operations. This tendency toward avoiding excessive speed
may have resulted in part from the speed regulations placed upon the
airplane.
Seasonal effects.- Figure 4 indicates that the winter season pro-
duced a more severe gust-load history on the airplane than did the sum-
mer season. Statistical tests have indicated that the difference
between the data for the two seasons is significant. The figure indi-
cates that in 1 X 107 flight miles an acceleration increment An* of
1.66g and 1.81g will be equaled or exceeded in summer and winter seasons,
respectively. Thus, the value for the winter season represents a 9-
percent increase over the results for the summer season.
The difference in the acceleration increments could be due to ‘
several factors, such as variations in airspeed practices, turbulence,
or weight conditions during the two seasons. Figure 5 indicates that
in 1 X 107 flight miles gust velocities of kO and 35 feet per second were
equaled or exceeded in winter and summer, respectively. These values
represent an increase of about 12 percent in gust intensities for the
winter season over the results for the summer season. Inasmuch as the
airspeeds were about the same for the two seasons (table III), the
larger loads experienced during the winter season appear to be caused
by the more severe gusts encountered in the winter operations.
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Effect of special operating restriction.- Comparison of the load
experience for the three periods (fig. 6) indicates that little differ-
ence occurred between the load experiences for periods I and II (the
pre-restriction period and the restriction period, respectively). Sta-
tistical tests indicate that a significant difference exists, however,
between the gust-load experience for period III and each of the other
two periods. The maximum acceleration increment which will be exceeded
in’1 x 10”~flight miles is approximately 20 percent greater ti period
III than in period II.
For the data presented in figure 7, statistical tests indicate a
significant difference between the gust experiences of periods 11 and
III, but any other combinations present differences of doubtful sta-
tistical significance. The maximum gust velocity of 40 feet per second
in 1 X 107 flight miles for period III represents an increase of 25 per-
cent above the comparable value (32 feet per second) for period II.
Table 111 indicates that the probable speeds of encountering the maximum
acceleration increments sre approximately the same for the three
periods and would have only a small effect on the differences in the
acceleration increments encountered. The gust loads increased signifi-
cantly from period II to period III when the restrictions were removed
(see fig. 6). Inasmuch .asno airspeed changes were apparent (see
table III), the gust-loads data indicate flights through more turbulent
air in period III at the same airspeed as previously used. Apparently,
the severity of the ~ts encountered had been reduced during periods I
and II by either avoidance of turbulent areas in flight or by cancella-
tion of flights.
It is somewhat surprising that table III indicates no airspeed
chsnges smong the results for the different periods inasmuch as the
regulations went into effect 3 months after the sample collection
began. However, the airspeeds during the entire sample period were low,
75 percent of VL, and this fact suggests that, even prior to the
regulations, the operator
voluntary restrictions on
or pilots had knowingly or unknowingly placed
the airplane operations.
SUMMARY OF RESUEI’S
An evaluation of 39,000 hours of V-G
tions of a twin-engine t&nsport airplane
a northern transcontinental route yielded
records from normal opera-
in commercial operations over
the following results:
1. An acceleration,increment equal to the calculated limit-load-
factor increment of 1.70g was equaled or exceeded, on the avezage, twice,
once positive and once negative, in 7.5 x 106 flight miles.
NACA.TN 2833 U
2. An effec~ive gust velocity of 30 fee~ per second was equaled
or exceeded twice, on the average, in 1 x 10 flight miles.
3. The probable airspeed at which the msximumacceleration incre-
ment was experienced per 100 hours of flight was 193 miles per hour or
75 Percent of the design maximum level-flight speed.
4. The present results indicate that the gust loads experienced,
the gusts encountered, and the operating speeds were generally lower
for operations of this type than for other operations since 1941.
5. The winter season, September 22 to March ~, produced ro~y
10 percent larger maximum gust and acceleration increments than did the
summer period.
Iangley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., August 19, 1952.
——— ..—— .—
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TABLE I
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND STATISTICAL PAWETERS’OF m=
BY SEASONS AlIllPERIODS
Icceleratiol
increment,
*7
g units
Number of observations
Period IITotal Sumner Winter Period I Period 111
0.4 to 0.5
.5 to .6
.6to .7
.7to .8
.8to .9
.9 to 1.0
1.0 to 1.1
1.1 to 1.2
1.2 to 1.3
1.3 to 1.4
1
4
14
G
149
157
82
60
40
30
8
10
3
1
2
1
1
---
1
1
1
2
%
82
87
90
44
36
20
19
;
2
1
1
1
1
--
--
1
1
;
43
g
E
32
17 .
21
6
7
2
--
2
1
1
--
--
1
--
;
38
55
62
67
37
24
20
II_
1
1
1
--
1
--
--
--
1
--
--
;
k;
49
46
.22
16
12
7
1
2
1
1
.-
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
1
10
25
26
36
17
10
10
1
--
1
--
--
--
--
--
;;
--
1.4to 1.5
1.5 to 1.6
1.6 to 1.7
1.7to 1.8
1.8 to ~.g
1.9 to 2.0
2.0 to 2.1
2.lto 2.2
2.2t0 2.3
2.3 to 2.4
!2.7to 2.8
776Totals 324 448 228 ~38
1.0259
0.1375
0.9465
0.1764
380
1.0587
0.2074
0.9390
0.2660
1.0256
0.1709
0.9270
0.2192
L.039
).1874
).9308
). 24o4
1.050
0.2028
0.9329
0.2600
1.017
0.1650
0.9219
o.2~6
aPoj.ntomitted in calculations.
.
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TABIE II
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND STATISTICAL P~ OF U-
BY SEASONS AND PERIODS
Gust
reloci~
Ue=,
fps
12 to l]
14 to 1(
16 to 1(
18 to 2(
20 to 2:
22 to 21
24 to 2(
26 to 2(
28 to 3(
30 to 3:
32 tO 31
34 to 3(
36 to 3{
38 to k
40 to k
42 to’4J
44 to M
46t04/
48 to 5(
50 to 5:
Total
v-
vi/a
u
s
T@al
8
21
74
115
152
IJ8
125
61
36
25
15
10
5
;
3
1
.- -
1
1
776
!3.02
3.9782
!0.724
5.1022
Summer
;
35
50
$
48
23
16
;
4
1
--
--
--
--
--
1
--
324
22.463
3.5250
20.4284
4.5210
Number of observations
Winter
7
$
65
80
62
76
38
20
18
12
6
3
;
3
1
--
--
1
448
23.3974
4.2926
20.9197
5.5054
aPoint omitted in calculations.
Period I
3
10
23
,27
47
33
37
20
12
;
.3
1
1
--
1
--
--
--
--
228
22.77
3.7703
2;. !5;5 ,
.
Period II
--
1
10
~:
22
14
8
1
1
1
--
--
--
--
--
--
al
--
~38
22.75
2.8205
21.1238
3.6174
Period III
4
;;
58
z
62
25
16
15
11
6
4
:
2
1
--
--
1
380
23.32
4.3465
20.8070
5.5746
,
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TABLE III
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND STATISTICAL PARAMETERS
OF V. FOR ~ BY SEASONS dND PERIODS
Airspeed,
v0>
mph
140 to 150
150 to 160
160 to 170
170 to 1/33
180 to @
190 to 200
200 to 210
210 to 220
220 tO 230
230 tO 240
24o to 250
250 to 260
260 tO 270
Total
15
Total ,
::
g
96
94
128
%
32
9
1
---
776
90.68
26.105
-o .21Z
93.23
Summer
24
26
29
i;
45 ~
62
32
28
X2
5
--
--
324
L91.67
25.568
-0. 1%X
L94.13
Number of observations
Winter
39
38
41
44
54
49
65
60
33
20
4
1
--
448
190.04
26.432
-0.0822
191.01
16
21
22
27
22
20
24
38
19
16
2
1
--
228
L91.97
27.563
-0 .055E
L.92.74
Period 11
12
12
10
8
21
m
28
12
;
3
-.
--
138
190.00
25.2590
-0.1578
192.00
Period III
36
30
37
25
47
50
72
41
30
9
3
--
--
380
189.395
25.4720
-0.2057
192.01
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TABLE IV
.
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND STATISTICAL PMAMETEM OF V=
BY SEASOI?SAND PERIODS
Indicated II
airspeed,
V&x} L
mph II Total
220 to 225 2
225 tO 230 1
230 to 235 10
235 to 240 28
240 to 245
245 to 25o ;:
250 tO 255
255 to 260 g
&o to 265 31
265 to 270 6
270 tO 275 2
275 to 280
280 to 285 .:
285 to 290
290 to 295 -?
295 to 300 --
300 to 305 --
305 to 310 1
Total 388
v- 249.65
9.4025
; 0.3542
‘P 247.99
Summer
1
--
5
%
34
23
17
8
2
1
--
--
1
--
--
--
1
162
!47. 635c
9.8115
l.gogo
!38. 270
NiMber of observations
Winter
1
+
8
2
54
41
23
4
1
1
--
--
--
---
--
--
22h
?51. 138
8.o34
-0. MM
251.808
?eriod 1
1
--
--
--
3
24
31
32
19
3
--
1
--
--
--
--
--
.-
114
!54.6055
6.8150
-0.5198
!56.3767
Period 1
--
--
;
20
16
u
4
3
2
--
--
--
1
--
--
--
--
69
?47.8625
8.8595
1.5627
Y+o.9@2
Period III
1
;
%
46
28
21
8
1
2
--
--
--
--
--
--
1
190
247.3160
9.2105
1.5899
~~ lO(-J1
. . . . . . ——z.
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Figure l.- Average flight miles required for a maximum positive and
negative acceleration increment to equal or exceed a given value.
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Figure 2.- Average flight miles required for a maximum positive and
negative effective gust velocity to equal or exceed a given value.
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Figure 3.- Average flight miles required for’s msxinmmairspeed to equal
or exceed a given value.
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Figure 4.- Average flight miles required for a maxhnum positive and
ne~tive acceleration increment to equal or exceed a given value
by season.
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Figure 5.- Average flight miles required for a maximum effective gust
velocity to equl or exceed a given value by season.
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Figure 6.- Average flight
increment to equal
miles required for a maximum acceleration
or exceed a given value by periods.
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Figure 7.- Average flight miles required for a maximumeffective gust
velocity to equal orexceed a given value by periods.
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